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Fusion Enhances Communicator App for Extended Device Support
Showing constant versatility and innovation, Fusion Communicator is now available for iPad!
NEW YORK, NY, December 17, 2014 - Fusion (NASDAQ: FSNN), a leading cloud services provider,
announced the optimization of the widely used Fusion Communicator, with a brand new version for
iPad. This new iPad version, along with improved iPhone, Android, Windows and MacOS clients makes
the Fusion Communicator an even greater solution for uninterrupted business communication and
efficiency than ever before. Since its debut in 2013, the Fusion Communicator continues to be a unique
software application. Fusion Communicator enables a unified communications experience across mobile
and desktop platforms seamlessly, enabling voice and video calling, instant and group messaging,
presence indication, and desktop sharing.
What’s New:
• First iPad release
• Park and retrieve calls
• Pull calls from a desk phone without using feature access codes
“The Fusion Communicator further empowers your workforce to seamlessly communicate using a
familiar interface from any device; your business is no longer limited to desktop computers or timeworn
PBX systems. The latest Communicator upgrades allow direct access to a fully integrated unified
communications experience,” said Russell Markman, EVP of Business Services. “With minimal upfront
capital expense, companies can implement a comprehensive solution that can help transform the way
they communicate.”
The Fusion Communicator, can also be used for:
• View a coworker’s presence status
• Send messages or initiate a group chat to get answers quickly
• Place and receive voice and video calls on a laptop, smartphone or tablet for more
effective face-to-face communications
• Initiate a desktop phone call from Communicator
• Transform a personal smartphone into a business phone to make and receive calls and
collaborate on the go, all with their single business identity / phone number
• One-touch Conferencing: start a conference call with one single click, rather than lengthy calling
numbers, conference IDs and PINs.
• Share project plans, contracts or work projects with instant desktop sharing to help reach
consensus faster and close business
• Access Fusion Cloud UC calling features such as call forwarding, do not disturb, presence
updates, and simultaneous ring options
• Access call logs and voicemail

About Fusion
Fusion is a leading provider of integrated cloud solutions to small, medium and large businesses.
Fusion’s advanced, high availability cloud service platform enables the integration of leading edge
solutions in the cloud, including cloud communications, cloud connectivity, cloud computing and other
cloud services such as storage and security. Fusion’s innovative, yet proven cloud solutions lower our
customers’ cost of ownership, and deliver new levels of security, flexibility, scalability and speed of
deployment. Fusion is a trademark of Fusion Telecommunications International, Inc. For more
information, please visit www.fusionconnect.com.

